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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

The Effect of Discontinuous Electrical Propagation on Contractile Stress in

Cardiac Muscle

By

Huiyi Yang

Master of Science in Biomedical

Engineering University of California-Irvine,2021

Associate Professor Anna Grosberg, Chair

Through the creation of in silico and in vitro models of discontinuous electrical propagation,

data can be generated and collected about the stress output of electrically discontinuous cardiac

tissues. Diseased and malformed cardiac tissue can cause an improper spread of action potentials,

causing a decrease in cardiac contractility. Building different types of models can help to

investigate the effect of tissue discontinuity on cardiac stress output. In both models, discontinuity

is introduced by creating gaps between the tissue. The formation of the computational model based

on the probability of cell firing events is explained, along with the generated simulation. The in

vitro model was also created to collect contractile force data in discontinuous engineered cardiac

tissues. Together, these two models validate the theoretical prediction that as the number of

electrically independent segments (N) of tissue increases, the maximum contractile stress (σ)

decreases in proportion to 1/√�.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Cardiac muscle tissue contracts to pump blood throughout the cardiovascular system [1].

Synchronized beating of cardiac muscle is achieved by cardiac impulse propagation and

mechanical connections [2]. Diseased and malformed cardiac tissue can cause improper spread of

action potentials, causing decrease in cardiac contractility.

As previous studies have revealed, various causes may lead to this propagation deficiency.

For example, the scar tissue replacing the damaged or dead heart muscle cells is made of cardiac

fibroblasts which obstruct the electrical signals [3]. The substrate stiffening or abnormality in

differentiation process may also cause problem in conduction mechanism [4]. Myocardial

synchronization can also be hindered by improperly formed gap junctions [5]. Loss of connexin43

expression in gap junction may also result in conduction abnormalities and contractile dysfunction

that can contribute to arrhythmogenesis [6].

While the cause of defected electrical propagation had been well studied, there are relatively

few studies on how this deficiency may affect stress output of cardiac tissue. Building a model of

stress simulation in the presence of electrical discontinuity in cardiac tissue can help evaluate the

value and profile of contractile force generated by cardia muscle. Biomedical solutions to

cardiovascular diseases due to loss electrical and mechanical functionality will benefit from a

reproducible model.

With respect to the need to further study the relationship between discontinuous electrical

propagation and contractile stress of cardiac tissue, different model type can be considered as

potential approaches to this problem. In vivo models of electrical discontinuity are not feasible

because producing consistent results through in vivo method is almost impossible. Experimental

conditions vary significantly across multiple trials and different animal subjects. In comparison, in
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vitro models use engineered tissues, introducing fewer variables in the experimental process. This

type of model potentially has higher throughput and higher quality data for successful testing [7].

Different in vitro models have been built to prove that synchronization of cardiomyocytes can be

affected by various factors, such as substrate property, cell distance, electrical property, etc. [8-11].

These models shed light on communication between cardiac cells, but they do not specifically

decode the relationship between discontinuity and stress output. “Heart on a chip” is a device with

multilayer tissue film that can generate contractile stress and quantify stress output by measuring

deformation of the tissue [12]. The spatial order of the tissue can be modified by micro patterning

the substrate. This technology can closely mimic a native cardiac cell layer. At the same time, it

provides a quantitative way to study the stress output of the tissue. If properly redesigned, it could

serve as an in vitro model for electrically discontinuous tissue. An alternative way to look at this

problem is by using in silico model. If in silico model that can provide predictions about the

probability density of cell firing events, as well as their related stress profiles is developed, it can

serve as a validation for the in vitro model. There are many existing computational models of

electrical activities of the cells [13]. The relationship between cell action potential and ion channels

is explicitly explained and modeled in detail [13, 14]. Computational modeling was also done on

cell contraction kinetics, which give insight to force generation of cardiac tissue [15]. Modeling

stress output from discontinuous cardiac tissue can provide informative results to validate with the

in vitro model.

In this thesis, we detailed a computational model that can generate tissues that are either

continuous or discontinuous to different extent, and simulation of stress output within given time.

We also designed an in vitro model that combines MTF technology with innovative discontinuous

tissue patterns, allowing us to obtain contractile data from discontinuing cardiac tissue. With these
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two models, we are able to investigate how discontinuity in tissue would affect the contractile stress

of cardiac tissue.
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Chapter 2: Computational Model

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the computational model that can be used to investigate the relationship

between cardiac tissue discontinuity and stress output. While continuous tissue is designed as a

whole rectangular tissue lying on the substrate, discontinuity is introduced by creating gaps

between the tissue. Theoretically, as the number of electrically independent segments (N) of tissue

increases, the maximum contractile stress (σ) decreases in proportion to 1/√�. This computational

model aims to simulate stress output of different tissue, so that it can serve as a validation to the

theoretical prediction.

2.2 Methods

To study this problem, the model needs to include tissue that can form into different shapes.

The tissue would consist of cells that can fire and can interact electrically with each other. Stress

profile also needs to be implemented so that simulations of stress output from the tissue can be

created.

To study the effect of electrical propagation on cardiac contractile stress, the first task was

to model the cell firing events. A probability function was created to describe the probability

distribution of firing of a cell as a function of time. Data could be gathered by simulating cardiac

action potentials and recording the time intervals between events. The goal was to determine the

probability of firing of any given cardiac cell at any given time.

Here, the concept of local time (LT) of the cardiac cell was introduced. It was defined as the

elapsed time after the last firing event. The time when the last firing event happens was LT = 0.

And the firing probability for the next firing event of the cell was considered. When a cell just fired,

it cannot fire again for some period of time, known as the absolute refractory period (ARP) for

action potentials [16]. In that case, at LT = 0, the firing probability P would be 0 (Figure 1, blue
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line). After the ARP, the cell entered its relative refractory period (RRP), when cell only fired when

there is a large stimulus. The probability function described this part using an exponential equation

(Figure 1, red line). The increase of firing probability was proportional to the fourth power of time

increase. After the RRF, the probability of firing was a constant value, as if it ‘forgot’ its last firing

event (Figure 1, yellow line). It could also be considered as the initial firing probability for any

given cell. Considering all these conditions, the probability of cell firing is:

P � =

0 0 < t ≤ t0

tpow ×
�0

t1 − t0 pow t0 ≤ � ≤ t1
P0 t < t1

0 < t ≤ t0: ARP

t0 ≤ � ≤ t1: RRP

P0 : default firing probability

Pow: the exponent of the power function

Figure 1 Probability Function of Cell Firing Events. The firing event of the cell takes place at
zero ms. Absolute refractory period is from 0 to 400 ms. The firing probability of the cell is zero,
shown as the blue line on the plot. Relative refractory period is from 400 to 600 ms. The firing
probability of the cell increases exponentially, shown as the red line on the plot. After 600 ms,
probability of the next firing is not affected by its last firing event. The firing probability is a
constant number.
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Once the probability function was defined, a loop was created for each cell. This could help

to generate simulations of cell beating to a customizable scale. T was the length of time to simulate.

At T = 0, LT was expected to be 0, which meant the firing event happened at T = 0. For every

millisecond, the probability function was used to check if the next firing event would occur. LT

increased accordingly as the increase of T. Once the cell fired, LT of this cell looped back to 0, and

the T continued to increase. In the looping process, the firing time spot of each cell in the tissue

was generated and recorded. To generate cell firing events that match real situations, ARP was set

to be 0 to 400 milliseconds, and RRP was set to be 400 to 500 milliseconds. The parameters of the

function were set to match a firing rate of about 2 Hz.

Once the probability function was created, it needed to be implemented in the wider model.

So, the next task was to create cardiac cell tissue. To determine where the cells would grow and the

orientation of the cells, a fibronectin (FN) map was created. In order to simulate actual

experimental set ups, FN map had rectangular shapes with specified width and length for cells to

grow on. All FN maps are set to have lines to lead cell orientation (Figure 2, C). The FN maps

could be either a whole tissue with no gaps in between (Figure 2, A), or line segments which

created discontinuous electrical propagation (Figure 2, B).
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Figure 2 Examples of Continuous and Discontinuous Fibronectin Maps. (A) An example of a
continuous fibronectin map. Scale bar: 200 μm. (B) An example of a discontinuous fibronectin map
formed by 6 electrically isolated segments. (C) A zoomed in plot of fibronectin map. Lines are
created to lead cell orientation.

After the FN map was created, cells could be generated to fill in the pattern. The cells could

only grow on the FN map. The cell shape was simplified into rectangles, and they were expected to

reach confluency on the FN map. Cell size was set to be restricted. Cell width was set to be 25 μm

to match the width of the lines of FN pattern. Cell length was set to range from 50 to 120 μm. Each

cell was assigned with its serial number to track its Local Time and other relating profiles through

simulation. Figure 3 shows an example of generated cells on the FN maps shown in figure 2.

Figure 3 Examples of fibronectin maps with confluent cells. (A) An example of continuous
fibronectin map with confluent cells. Scale bar: 200 μm. (B) An example of discontinuous
fibronectin map with confluent cells.

After the FN patterns and the cells are created, firing profile could be implemented. Instead

of having the profile generated as if they were completely isolated, connections between cells were

built, so that the cells could interact with each other. Ideally, cells in a same FN segment should

have continuous electrical propagation across the tissue and be able to beat in synchrony.

Here, a few simplifications were made for the model to mimic the actual electrical

propagation in cardiac tissue. The parameters were arbitrary determined to achieve synchronous

beating, but could be further adjusted to create either stronger or weaker synchrony. Propagation
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speed was set to be 100 μm per ms. This means if one cell fired at t ms, all cells within the distance

of 100 μm would sense the firing at t+1 ms. If a nearby cell was not in its ARP, its firing

probability would increase by certain amount. The concept of affected time was introduced to the

model, defined as the maximum time that a firing of a cell can influence its neighbors. The

maximum distance that a single firing signal can propagate was calculated accordingly. In this case,

a cell that was farther away would not be impacted as strongly as a nearby cell, and vice versa. In

other words, for every given cell at any time spot, the firing probability was not only determined by

its local time, but also by the firing status of its nearby cells. If its neighboring cell fired, there was

a high probability that this cell would also fire. In this way, the firing signal propagated through the

whole electrically continuous tissue, enabling it to beat synchronously.

If a tissue grew on FN segments that were completely isolated, it was considered as an

electrically discontinuous tissue. The cells in different segments could not interact with each other.

In this way, electric discontinuity was introduced in the tissue.

Using the above firing profile of every cell on the tissue, total force production can be

implemented accordingly. The percent stress of the tissue is also calculated, defined as the actual

stress divided by the theoretical maximum stress production of the tissue.

The stress function was set to be a sine wave with the magnitude of 1 and period of 0.5

second to mimic the contractility of the cardiac tissue. The period could be modified to correspond

with the firing frequency. Figure 4 shows the stress output of the 8 seconds beating of the 1000 μm

* 2000 μm continuous tissue.
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Figure 4 Stress output simulation of generated continuous tissue. The normalized stress output
of the 8 seconds beating of the 1000 μm * 2000 μm continuous tissue.

To better visualize the stress implementation, color-coded plot was created. Figure 4 shows

an example of a 1000 μm * 2000 μm tissue beating in synchrony for 8 seconds (Figure 5 A. 1-1001

ms and B. 7001-8001 ms, time interval between each frame is 50 ms). The beating was initiated by

setting the bottom left cell to fire at 1 ms increment. The beating automatically propagated through

the whole tissue. The percent stress of every cell was color-coded. White represents zero stress

output, and darker color represents larger percent stress.

Figure 5 Color-coded frames of cardiac tissue stress output simulation. A 1000 μm * 2000 μm
tissue is generated. Simulation of firing and stress production is run for 8 seconds. Color map is
implemented to visualize stress output. Color bar is shown on the right of the figure. Time interval
between each frame is 50 ms. (A) 1-1001 ms. Scale bar: 200 μm. (B) 7001-8001 ms.
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2.3 Results

As discussed above, we created a computational model that can generate firing events of

cardiac cells and stress output simulation of either continuous or discontinuous rectangular cardiac

tissue. Using this model, the effect of tissue discontinuity on the stress output could be investigated.

Based on the theoretical prediction, the relationship between contractile stress and tissue

discontinuity can be presented as the equation:

� = 1
�
�0,

where � is the maximum percent contractile stress of the discontinuous tissue, �0 is the

theoretical maximum percent contractile stress of a continuous tissue, and N is the number of

electrically independent segments. Simulations were run to validate this theoretical prediction.

In a simulation, one random cell in each segment was manually set to fire at t = 1 ms, and

the firing would propagate through the entire segment. In this way, the segments beat in synchrony

at the beginning. Simulations were set to last for 250 seconds for each case so that the data was not

affected by the initial synchronization beating. Data from 150 s to 250 s were collected and

analyzed for each simulation. Maximums and minimums of the stress output were located and

amplitude of each wave was calculated. The stress was divided by the cell number to normalize

stress produced by tissue of different sizes. Segment sizes were set to be either 250 μm * 1000 μm

or 500 μm * 1000 μm. The gap between segments was 50 μm. Simulations of 1 – 6 segments were

generated for both segment sizes. 10 runs were generated for each case. Average amplitude of each

run was calculated. Data points from short and long segments were plotted separately. Regression

lines were generated individually for the two conditions (Figure 6 A. 250 μm * 1000 μm segments

and figure 6 B. 500 μm * 1000 μm).
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Figure 6 Average Percent Amplitude of stress simulations of tissues. Stress production
simulations of tissues with 1 – 6 segments are generated. 10 simulations are run for each test case.
Each simulation is 250 s, data of 150 – 250 s are analyzed. The average amplitude of stress
production is calculated and plotted for each simulation. Regression lines are fitted separately for
(A) segments of size 250 μm * 1000 μm and (B) segments of size 500 μm * 1000 μm.

The results suggested that, regression trends from different segment sizes are similar, and both

agree with the theoretical prediction that, as the number of electrically independent segments (N) of

tissue increases, the maximum contractile stress (σ) decreases in proportion to 1/√�.
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Chapter 3: In Vitro Model

3.1 Introduction

In addition to the computational model, an in vitro model is also designed. In the future, experimental

data can be generated, collected, and used as a validation to the theoretical prediction.

Microcontact printing techniques are to be utilized by combining with anisotropically aligned

cardiomyocyte monolayers [17]. Previous MTF experiments all used continuous tissues to study the

relationship between cell orientation and stress output of the tissue [12]. To investigate the relationship

between tissue continuity and stress output, discontinuous tissues can be created. These engineered tissues

would correspond with the virtual tissue generated by the computational model, therefore should provide

results to validate the theoretical prediction. There are two main parts for the experiment. The first part is the

pattern design and verification, where different tissue patterns that create discontinuity to different extents

are created. The second part is the muscular thin film (MTF) experiments, where different patterned tissues

are to be used to measure stress output. The MTF experiments are still ongoing. The methods are described

in detail and preliminary results are presented.

3.2 Methods

The experimental technique is invented by Knight, M. B. et al [12], and was used in our experiment

settings.

Substrate fabrication

Large glass sections were sonicated in 95% ethanol for 30 minutes and dried in a 65°C oven for about

20 minutes. Once they are completely dry, protective films are applied to one side of each glass section. The

protective films are pre-cut into size that are about 1 cm larger than the glass in both length and width to

make sure that they can cover the large glass sections. The bubbles are removed by edges and excessive

margins are cut after being applied. Then PDMS is made by mixing with curing agent in 10:1 ratio. And the

PDMS is spin coated onto the unprotected side of the glass. The glass sections are moved to a 65°C oven for
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overnight curing. After curing, protective films are removed, and the large glass sections are cut into 12 mm

* 14 mm coverslips using a diamond cutter.

Next, experimental patterns are stamped onto the PDMS layer. The patterns are previously designed in

Adobe Illustrator software. They are designed to be 1.5 cm * 1.5 cm squares filled with segments. Each

segment is either 250 μm or 500 μm in length. The gaps between segments are 50 μm. Each segment is

composed of 22 um wide lines and the lines have 3 μm gaps in between.

The patterns are etched into silicon wafer. Then around 0.5 cm thick PDMS layer is covered onto the

pattern and degassed and cured overnight in a 65°C oven. After that, solidified PDMS are peeled off and the

square stamps are cut out and ready to be used.

The stamps are sonicated in 50% ethanol for 15 minutes and then dried in a biosafety cabinet by using

nitrogen gun. Next, each stamp is coated by 0.1 mg/mL fibronectin and incubated at room temperature for 1

hour. After incubation, the stamps are dried with nitrogen gun and stamp onto the PDMS coated coverslips

that had been UV light exposed for 8 min. The patterns are stamped on the PDMS coverslips instantly,

therefore the stamps can be removed immediately. The stamped coverslips are submerged in Pluronics for 5

min, washed 3 times with PBS and preserved in 6 well plates with PBS solution. The plates are wrapped

with parafilm, stored in 4°C fridge and ready for seeding cells.

Harvest, seeding, and culture

As described in Knight et al [12], neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs) are isolated from 2-day-

old neonatal rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA). Briefly, ventricular myocardium is excised

under sterile conditions in a biosafety cabinet, rinsed in Hanks balanced salt solution buffer (HBSS;

ThermoFisher, Grand Island, NY), and then incubated in a 1 mg/mL trypsin solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St.

Louis, MO) dissolved in HBSS at 4°C overnight (12 h). The trypsin solution is then removed and tissue is

neutralized in warmed M199 culture medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% heat

inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 10 mM HEPES, 20 mM glucose, 2 mM L-glutamine (ThermoFisher,

Grand Island, NY), 1.5 mM vitamin B-12 and 50 U/mL penicillin (Sigma-Aldrich). Media is removed

without disturbing tissue, which is dissociated through several washes of 1 mg/mL collagenase dissolved in
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HBSS. Next, collagenase cell solutions are centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant is then

aspirated, and cells were resuspended in chilled HBSS. The HBSS cell solution is then centrifuged again at

1200 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant is aspirated, and cells are resuspended in warm 10% M199 media.

The cell solution is purified through three consecutive pre-plates of 45, 45, and 40 min in cell culture flasks

(BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) in an incubator. After the final pre-plate, cells are counted using a

disposable hemocytometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and are seeded at a density of 4.0 ×

105 cells per 3 mL. At 24 h after seeding, dead cells are rinsed from substrates with warmed PBS three times.

After washing, warm 10% M199 is added, and substrates are returned to the incubator. Then 24 h later, 10%

M199 is replaced with warm 2% M199 media.

Fixing and Immunostaining

The cells are fixed on the fourth day after seeding. They are fixed in 37°C 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA;

VWR, Radnow, PA) combined with 0.001% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in PBS for 10

min. Next, cells are washed three times in room temperature PBS for 5 min each wash.

Next, cells are immunostained by incubating seeded coverslips for 1 h at room temperature in primary

antibodies for actin (Alex Fluor 488, Phalloidin; ThermoFisher, Grand Island, NY), sarcomeric α-actinin (Mouse

Monoclonal Anti-α-actinin; Sigma-Aldrich), nuclei (4’,6’-diaminodino-2-phenylinodole, DAPI; ThermoFisher,

Grand Island, NY), and FN (polyclonal rabbit anti-human fibronectin; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). After

incubation time, coverslips are washed in warmed PBS three times. Tetramethylrhodamine-conjugated goat anti-

mouse IgG antibody (Alexa Fluor 633 Goat Anti-Mouse, ThermoFisher, Grand Island, NY) and

tetramethylrhodamine-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (Alexa-Fluor 750 Goat Anti-Rabbit,

ThermoFisher, Grand Island, NY) are secondary stained using the same manner as the first. Then again,

coverslips are washed three times in PBS and mounted on glass microscope slides with Prolong Gold Antifade

reagent (ThermoFisher, Grand Island, NY). Clear nail polish is applied around the edges of coverslips to seal

them onto the slides. Then the slides are dried at room temperature. Once dried, they can be used for imaging or

stored in a slide box in the -20˚ C freezer.

Imaging
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Immunostained cells are imaged with an IX-83 inverted motorized microscope (Olympus America,

Center Valley, PA). Images are taken using an UPLFLN 40x oil immersion objective (Olympus America,

Center Valley, PA) and a digital CCD camera ORCA-R2 C10600-10B (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka

Prefecture, Japan). Ten fields of views are selected for each coverslip and imaged at 40x magnification (6.22

μm/pixel). Images are analyzed using custom ImageJ and Matlab software, as described in Knight et al [12].

3.3 Results

Anisotropic alignment in each tissue segment is needed in our micropattern design. The MTF length is

determined to be length of maximum of 16 electrically independent segments. The expected maximum

contractile stress for a 16 segments film is:

� = 1
16
�0 = 0.25�0.

If film length is too long that the radius of curvature reaches 2π, the stress will not be analyzable. On

the other hand, very short film will not produce a sufficient deformation for analysis. Seeding density is set

to be 400k according to previously completed density trial experiment.

Pattern validation experiment was conducted and images were taken. As shown in figure 7, the patterns

are clear and have clean boundaries. However, the cells had immature cell z-line structures. Cells did not

grow to confluency as expected.

The quality of cells from cardiomyocyte harvest was not very consistent. Trouble shooting of harvest

proceeded for a long time. Also, contamination of cells remains a perennial problem. Due to time constraint,

MTF experiment was not completed.
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Figure 7 Organization of cardiomyocytes on fibronectin map. Confocal images stained for (A) nuclei
(blue), (B) sarcomeres (red), (C) actin fibrils (green), and (D) fibronectin (yellow). Scale bar: 25 μm.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion

As explained in the previous chapters, we developed an in silico model and an in vitro model to

investigate the effect of electrical discontinuity on stress output of cardiac tissue layer.

The in silico model was able to generate discontinuous tissue with stress output. Using this model, we

validated the theoretical prediction that, as the number of electrically isolated segments (N) increases, the

total stress output of the tissue would decrease by √N. For now, this model runs smoothly within a certain

time and tissue scale. But it would take quite a long time to run if the scheduled tissue is too large or

simulation time is too long. As the results showed in figure 6, the largest tissue was set to be formed by 6

segments. In in vitro modeling experiments, it is possible that we have larger tissue. For now, it would take

an extremely long time to run a long time (over 200 s) simulation of a large tissue (over 3500 μm in length).

It would be a great improvement if we can make modifications to the code to make the simulation run more

efficiently.

The in vitro model was designed based on the MTF device. Tissues of a different number of segments

were created. As mentioned above, the MTF experiments are still ongoing due to troubleshooting with the

harvest. Once MTF experiments can be done, we can obtain contractile force production data from different

discontinuous tissue. Data should correspond with the computational model and help validate the theoretical

prediction, that electrical discontinuity in tissue can be a major cause of decrease in cardiac stress output.
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Appendix:
MATLAB code for computational model

Part I. Modeling

% Unit of time: ms

% Unit of length: um

% Not all cells fire at time 0

% One random cell from each segment fires at time 1

% electrical signal propagate.

%%

% THIS PART GENERATES THE PROBABILITY FUNCTION.

tProb = 2000; % theoretical max interval between 2 firing event

p0 = 0.05; % firing probability with no influence of previous firing

t0 = 400; % absolute refractory period

t1 = 600; % absolute + relative refractory period

pow = 12;

% use function to calculate firing probability as a function of time and

time vector

[prob, TimeProb] = ProbabilityFuntionNL(t0, t1, tProb, p0,pow);

% plot firing probability

figure (1)

plot(TimeProb, prob);

ylim([0,1]);

xlabel('time(ms)');

ylabel('probability');

title('Probability Function (non linear increase)');

% non linear probability function
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%%

% THIS PART GENERATES FN MAP AND CELLS.

FN_x = 500; % width of a FN segment

FN_y = 1000; % length of a FN segment

gap = 50; % length of gap

num_segment = 6; % number of FN segments

FN_rgb = [200,200,200]/256; % FN color

[FN_x_auto, FN_y_auto] = FN_map(FN_x, FN_y, gap, num_segment); % use

function to form a FN map

% scale bar 200um

sb_x = [0,200,200,0]; % x coordinates of four corners of scale bar

sb_y = [-75,-75,-50,-50]; % y coordinated of four corners of scale bar

sb_rgb = [0,0,0]; % color of scale bar (black)

figure (2) % plotting the FN map

patch(FN_x_auto,FN_y_auto,FN_rgb); % place the FN map

hold on

patch(sb_x,sb_y,sb_rgb); % place the scale bar

axis equal

axis off

title('Fibronectin Map');

section_w = 25; % width of FN section

cell_max_x = 120; % maximum cell x direction

cell_min_x = 50; % minimum cell x direction

[cell_info,cell_num, cell_center, seg_cell_count] = cells(FN_x, FN_y, gap,

num_segment, section_w, cell_max_x, cell_min_x); % use function to form cells

figure (3) % placing cells on FN map
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title('Fibronectin Map with Confluent Cells');

patch(FN_x_auto,FN_y_auto,FN_rgb); % place the FN map

hold on

patch(sb_x,sb_y,sb_rgb); % place the scale bar

axis equal

axis off

hold on

for i = 1 : cell_num % placing cells

rectangle('Position',cell_info{i}(1:4))

hold on

end

[distance_matrix] = dist_mat_calculator(cell_center, cell_num); % use

function to calculate distance matrix

%%

% Simulation

sim_time = 150000; % simulation time

cells_lt = -1*ones(cell_num, sim_time); % initialize local time of every

cell

% set random cells to fire at each segment

rand_cell = zeros(num_segment,1);

for i = 1 : num_segment

rand_cell(i) = randi([seg_cell_count(i)+1,seg_cell_count(i+1)],1);

cells_lt(rand_cell(i),1) = 0;

end
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P = zeros(cell_num,1); % initialize firing probability to be 0

time_affected = 4;

speed = 100; %um/ms

thres_dict = 100:speed:600; % threshold distance that two cells can sense

each other

%[prob_in] = prob_increase(time_affected);

prob_in = [0.05,0.04,0.03,0.02];

t_start = 450; % local time when cell can be fired by nearby cell

for segment = 1 : num_segment

for tt = 1 : sim_time

RandomNum = rand(cell_num,1);

for i = seg_cell_count(segment) : seg_cell_count(segment+1)

if cells_lt(i,tt) ~= -1 % if the cell is not silent

P(i) = prob(cells_lt(i,tt)+1)';

for k = 1 : time_affected % trace back (last 1ms to last

<time_affected>ms)

if tt > k && cells_lt(i,tt-k) == 0 % check if cell i

fires at the traced back time point, if it does

% check through all cells

for j = seg_cell_count(segment) :

seg_cell_count(segment+1)

% if 1) cell j is not in ARP and

% 2) cell i revieves the electrical signal from

cell i <tt-k>ms ago and

% 3) cell i and cell j are in the same segment
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if cells_lt(j,tt) > t_start &&

distance_matrix(i,j) < thres_dict(k) && cell_info{i}(5) == cell_info{j}(5)

% firing probability of cell j will increase

RandomNum(j) = RandomNum(j) - prob_in(k);

end

end

end

end

end

end

sarcFire = RandomNum > P; % determine firing status

for i = seg_cell_count(segment) : seg_cell_count(segment+1)

if cells_lt(i,tt) == -1 % if the cell is still silent

for j = seg_cell_count(segment) : seg_cell_count(segment+1)

if distance_matrix(i,j) < 500 && cells_lt(j,tt) == 0 &&

cell_info{i}(5) == cell_info{j}(5)

RamdonNum(i) = RandomNum(i) - prob_in(1);

if RandomNum(i) < 0.1

cells_lt(i,tt+1) = 0;

end

end

end

end

end
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for i = seg_cell_count(segment) : seg_cell_count(segment+1)

if cells_lt(i,tt) ~= -1

cells_lt(i,tt+1) = ((cells_lt(i,tt) + 1) .* sarcFire(i));

end

end

end

end

cells_lt(cells_lt == -1) = 0;

%%

% THIS PART GENERATES STRESS FUNCTION.

t_max = 250; % time of max stress production

t_len = 1000; % max time

[stress, TimeStress] = StressFunctionNL(t_max,t_len);

figure (4)

plot(TimeStress,stress);

title('Stress Function');

xlabel('time(ms)');

ylabel('stress');

%%

% THIS PART GENERATES HITOGRAM OF FIRING INTERVAL AND STRESS PRODUCTION

% use function to get firing interval of all cells throughout simulation

time

[firing_intervals] = interval_calculator(cells_lt);

figure (5);

histogram(firing_intervals); % plot histogram of interval between firing

events for one sarcomere
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title('time intervals between firing events for all sarcomeres');

xlabel('time interval (ms)');

ylabel('number of intervals');

% use function to get total stress of whole tissue and stress of every cell

[total_stress,stress_mat] = stress_mat_generator(cells_lt, stress);

figure (8);

%subplot(2,1,1);

%plot(stress_mat(1,:));

%subplot(2,1,2);

subplot(2,1,1);

plot((1:sim_time+1)./1000,total_stress/cell_num),pbaspect([10 1 1]) % plot

percent stress

axis([0,sim_time/1000,0,1]);

xlabel('time(s)');

ylabel('percent stress');

%%

% THIS PART GENERATES COLOR CODED TISSUE AT CERTAIN TIME POINT AND SAVE TO

% DRIVE

t1=clock;

figure (6)

for yy = 1 : 25 : 8000

% figure (figure_num);

patch(FN_x_auto,FN_y_auto,[0,0,0]); % place the FN map

hold on

patch(sb_x,sb_y,sb_rgb);

axis equal
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axis off

hold on

for i = 1 : cell_num % placing cells

rectangle('Position',cell_info{i}(1:4),'FaceColor',[1-

stress_mat(i,yy),1-stress_mat(i,yy),1])

hold on

end

hold off

print(gcf,'-

dpng',['E:\CML\modeling\matlab\pics2\','pict',num2str(yy),'.png']);

clf

%saveas(gca,['E:\CML\modeling\matlab\pics\','pic',num2str(yy),'.jpg']);

%figure_num = figure_num + 1;

end

t2 = clock;

t=etime(t2,t1);

%%

% generate video

srcDic = uigetdir('E:\CML\modeling\matlab\pics1'); % directory of figures

cd(srcDic);

%read all the jpg files

allnames = struct2cell(dir('*.png'));

[k,len]=size(allnames);

aviobj = VideoWriter('driver.avi');

% set frame rate

% 0.5x

aviobj.FrameRate = 20;

open(aviobj)

% loop through figures to generate video
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for i = 1:(10000/25)

name = allnames{1,i};

frame = imread(name);

writeVideo(aviobj,frame);

end

close(aviobj)

% histogram of firing time interval

function [firing_intervals] = interval_calculator(cells_lt)

find_all_local_max = islocalmax(cells_lt,2); % create a logical matrix

by finding the local max, which are just time interval

firing_intervals = cells_lt(find_all_local_max); % create a matrix with

all time intervals of the sarcomere

end

% create local stress matrix

% stress matric records stress of every cell at every time

% total stress records the stress sum of all cells at each time point

function [total_stress,stress_mat] = stress_mat_generator(cells_lt, stress)

[r,c] = size(cells_lt);

stress_mat = zeros(r,c);

% loop through each cell, get stress by refering to local time

for i = 1 : r

for j = 1 : c

stress_mat(i,j) = stress(cells_lt(i,j)+1);

end

end

total_stress = sum(stress_mat,1);

end
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% get stress of one cell as a function of local time

function [stress, TimeStress] = StressFunction(t_max,t_len)

TimeStress = 1 : t_len;

stress = zeros(1,t_len);

stress(1:t_max) = linspace(0,1,t_max);

stress(t_max+1:2*t_max) = linspace(1,0,t_max);

end

function [stress, TimeStress] = StressFunctionNL(t_max,t_len)

TimeStress = 1 : t_len;

stress = zeros(1,t_len);

stress(1:2*t_max) = 0.5*sin(pi*(1:2*t_max)/t_max-pi/2)+0.5;

end

% probability of firing as a function of time (linear increase)

function [prob, TimeProb] = ProbabilityFunction(t0, t1, tProb, p0)

TimeProb = 1 : tProb; % time vector

slope = p0/(t1-t0); % slope of how the probability goes up

prob = zeros(1,tProb); % Probabiliy function

prob(t1+1 : tProb) = p0; % after time t1, the probability stays at p0

t_vec = (1 : (t1-t0)); % time vec for slope

prob(t0+1 : t1) = slope .* t_vec; % from t0 to t1, the probability goes

up linearly (relative refractory period)

end

% non linear probability function

function [prob, TimeProb] = ProbabilityFuntionNL(t0,t1,tProb,p0,pow)

TimeProb = 1 : tProb;

prob = zeros(1,tProb);
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prob(t1+1 : tProb) = p0;

t_vec = 1 : (t1-t0);

prob(t0+1 : t1) = power(t_vec,pow)*p0/power((t1-t0),pow);

end

% FN map

function [FN_x_auto, FN_y_auto] = FN_map(FN_x, FN_y, gap, num_segment)

FN_y_1 = [0,0,FN_y,FN_y]; % y coordinate for every FN segment

FN_x_auto = zeros(4,num_segment); % initialize x coordinates for all FN

segments

count = 1:num_segment; % from 1 to number of segment

% creat x coordinates for all FN segments

FN_x_auto(1,:) = (FN_x+gap)*(count-1);

FN_x_auto(4,:) = FN_x_auto(1,:);

FN_x_auto(2,:) = FN_x*count + gap*(count-1);

FN_x_auto(3,:) = FN_x_auto(2,:);

% creat y coordinates for all FN segments

FN_y_auto = repmat(transpose(FN_y_1),1,num_segment);

end

% distance matrix that contains distance between every two cells

function [distance_matrix] = dist_mat_calculator(cell_center, cell_num)

distance_matrix = zeros(cell_num,cell_num);

for i = 1 : cell_num

for j = 1 : cell_num

x1 = cell_center(1,i);

y1 = cell_center(2,i);

x2 = cell_center(1,j);
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y2 = cell_center(2,j);

distance_matrix(i,j) = distance_calculator(x1, y1, x2, y2);

end

end

end

% cell information

function [cell_info, cell_num, cell_center,seg_cell_count] = cells(FN_x,

FN_y, gap, num_segment, section_w, cell_max_x, cell_min_x)

n_cell = 1; % initialization for cell number

num_seg_y_still = 0 : section_w : FN_y; % y coordinated for cells

seg_cell_count = 1; % marks starting cell number for each segment and

the total cell number plus one in the end

for k = 1 : num_segment % loop through every FN segment

for j = 1 : length(num_seg_y_still)-1 % loop through cell sections

if rand(1) < 0.5 % left to right

flag = 0;

seg_x = 0; % initialize x coordinates of cells in one cell

section

while flag < FN_x % placing a cell on one cell section until

the right side of the cell reach the FN map boundary

cell_x = rand(1) * (cell_max_x - cell_min_x) +

cell_min_x; % length of this cell

seg_x = [seg_x,flag + cell_x]; % add the x coordinate of

the cell to the seg_x array

flag = flag + cell_x; % add cell length to flag

end
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seg_x = [seg_x(1:length(seg_x)-1)+(k-1)*(FN_x+gap),(k-

1)*(FN_x+gap)+FN_x]; % make the last number of seg_x the FN boundary

else % from right to left

flag = FN_x;

seg_x = FN_x;

while flag > 0

cell_x = rand(1) * (cell_max_x - cell_min_x) +

cell_min_x; % length of this cell

seg_x = [flag - cell_x,seg_x];

flag = flag - cell_x;

end

seg_x = [(k-1)*(FN_x+gap),seg_x(2:length(seg_x))+(k-

1)*(FN_x+gap)];

end

for i = 1 : length(seg_x)-1 % place cells in one cell section

cell_info{n_cell} = [seg_x(i),num_seg_y_still(j),seg_x(i+1)-

seg_x(i),1000/45,k]; % save the position information of this rectangle into a

cell instance

n_cell = n_cell+1; % go to the next cell

end

end

seg_cell_count = [seg_cell_count,n_cell-1];

end

cell_num = length(cell_info);

cell_center = zeros(3,cell_num); % x,y coordinates of cell centers

for i = 1 : cell_num

cell_center(1,i) = cell_info{i}(1)+cell_info{i}(3)*0.5;

cell_center(2,i) = cell_info{i}(2)+cell_info{i}(4)*0.5;

cell_center(3,i) = cell_info{i}(5);
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end

end

% new version of prob_increase (linear)

function [prob_in] = prob_increase(time_affected)

a = 1 : time_affected;

prob_in = -a./time_affected + 1;

end

% distance function

% input: coordinates of two points

% output: distance between two points

function [distance] = distance_calculator(x1, y1, x2, y2)

distance = sqrt((x1-x2)*(x1-x2)+(y1-y2)*(y1-y2));

end

Part II. Data Analysis

% data analysis

percent_stress = total_stress/cell_num;

percent_stress_150250 = percent_stress(150001:250000);

find_stress_max_point = islocalmax(percent_stress_150250,2);

find_stress_min_ponint = islocalmin(percent_stress_150250,2);

stress_max_point = percent_stress_150250(find_stress_max_point);

stress_min_point = percent_stress_150250(find_stress_min_ponint);

n_max = length(stress_max_point);

n_min = length(stress_min_point);
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n_small = min(n_max,n_min);

delta_stress = stress_max_point(1:n_small)-stress_min_point(1:n_small);

average_delta_stress = mean(delta_stress);

std_delta_stress = std(delta_stress,0);

med_delta_stress = median(delta_stress);

short = [average_delta_stress med_delta_stress std_delta_stress];

short_actual = short * cell_num;

need = [short short_actual];
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